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1. Introduction
Middle Engine Pit, also known as Elms Colliery or ‘Old Engine Pit’, is a Scheduled Monument covering
approximately 0.32 hectares. The site contains the archaeological remains which according to its list
description is among the most complete example of a late 18th century colliery known in England.
This site also includes the Winding Engine House and other associated colliery buildings which are
listed as Grade II (National Heritage List for England numbers: 1004533 and 1320976).
The site is owned by North Somerset Council, and sits within the town of Nailsea. It has been on
Historic England’s ‘Heritage at Risk’ register since 2008 and is categorised as ‘Very Bad’. The main
threat to the site is vegetation, lack of maintenance and its vacant state.
Since 2015 NSC have dealt with immediate health and safety issues on the site. This was part funded
by Historic England. Now NSC is working with Historic England, Nailsea Town Council, Avon
Industrial Building Trust (AIBT), Avon Gardens Trust (AGT) and other local community interest
groups, this management plan has been created which sets out the joint objectives for the future of
this site.
This document was subject to public consultation in (dates to be added once e-consolation is
complete) and all responses have been taken into consideration and included where feasible. We
thank the local groups and residents for feeding into this.

Figure 1: Postema and Lambert-Gorwyn reconstruction drawing of the Middle Engine Pit c.1860
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2. Site Description
2.1 Site Description
Parish: Nailsea
Local Planning Authority: North Somerset Council
Grid Reference: ST 48218 70558
Map:

Figure 2: Extent of Scheduled Monument

2.1.1. Area
The site comprises of 0.32ha of land.

2.1.3 Status
‘Elms Colliery’ was designated as a Scheduled Monument in 1985 under the Ancient Monuments and
Archaeological Areas Act 1979. The buildings were also listed at Grade II under the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. (Figure 3) (Appendix 1 Designation Descriptions)

2.1.2 Tenure
North Somerset Council own the site.
2.1.3 Site History
The site was rediscovered in 1984 ahead of residential development. As a result of the excavations
the site was scheduled and listed.
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In 1995 after several planning appeals which were dismissed by the Planning Inspectorate the site
was purchased by Avon Industrial Heritage Trust (AIBT) from the developer. The site was then given
to North Somerset Council (NSC) in 1996 after the abolishment of Avon County Council;

2.1.4 Access and pathways
There is currently no access into the site, although there is a public footpath around the perimeter.

2.1.5 Site use
Currently the site has no use but is a spot of ecological, archaeological, and local history interest
within a suburban area.

Map of Middle Engine Pit (Elms Colliery)
Red line indicates extent of scheduled area and blue lines indicate the listed buildings

Public
footpath
adjacent

Road
access
point

Figure 3: Scheduled area & listed buildings
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3. Historical & Archaeological Background
The mining of coal itself in this region dates to medieval times, and the area surrounding Bristol was
one of the most industrialised areas in England during the Industrial Revolution due to the amount of
readily available coal. Middle Engine Pit or Elms Colliery was part of this revolution, although a later
addition (Lamber-Gorwyn, 1986).
Nailsea was home to several mining facilities as shown in Figure 4 below, and it was the availability of
coal within the region which led to the development of the Nailsea Glassworks in 1788. The glassworks
gained a worldwide reputation and as the demand for this grew, the demand for coal grew also. This
led to more capital being invested in mining in the area, thus allowing for new technology for miners
to work at great depths being implemented. After the decline and closure of the Glassworks in 1873
the coal mines fell into disuse, aided also by the geology of the area and lack of good transport links;
they could not compete with other areas around the country. Large-scale unemployment after the
mines closed also resulted in many people leaving the area.

Figure 4: Coal sites of Nailsea by Mark Hornby and Nailsea & District Local History Society

The scheduling information for Middle Engine Pit states that it dates to 1792 (see Appendix 1: Listing
description), however documentary sources show it was more likely used for coal from the late 1820s
and was part of a series of early nineteenth century coal mines in the area. It is thought to have
exploited the coal seams known as Whites and Dungy, which were part of the Golden Valley. The main
pit shaft is believed to have been 200ft deep to reach these coal seams.
The majority of coal from this particular colliery was used in the previously mentioned Nailsea glassmaking industry. The first buildings relating to the colliery are evident on the 1840 tithe map in figure
5.
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Figure 5: The 1840 Tithe Map of Nailsea

The site continued as a functional colliery until the 1850s; after this time the majority of the buildings
are said to have been stripped of their machinery. Some were demolished at the time the colliery was
closed after which the site began to fall into disrepair. The closure of Elms Colliery was due to the
decline of the Nailsea coalmining industry,
A number of buildings associated with the colliery can still be seen on the 1888 First Edition Ordnance
Survey map) after the closure of the colliery.

Figure 6: 1888 First Edition OS Map © British Library/National Library of Scotland
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In the Edwardian period, the site underwent a dramatic change of use from a heavy industrial site to
a house (figure 7) and garden; although many of the colliery buildings were demolished at this time,
some of them were incorporated into the garden. The winding engine house was repurposed as the
water tank for the house and increased in height to accommodate this function.
The Check House was converted into an outbuilding for the main house and the west horse gin was
reused as a garden feature. A new outbuilding was constructed as this time, known as the pump
house (not to be confused with a pumping engine house which was part of the old colliery). This
pump house used the existing east pit shaft to draw up water for the main house and the garden.

Figure 7: 1986 photograph of The Elms

Figure 8: 1903 2nd edition OS map

The Elms and the converted colliery buildings can be seen in figure 8 above.
On the 1921-1943 OS map (fig. 9) The Elms has developed further, and more garden features had been
created. The garden was not one which was designed with a masterplan, but one which evolved over
time, highlighted through the historic mapping.

Figure 9: 1921-1943 OS mapping
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The Elms House was demolished in 1985, and the land was sold for residential development. This
sparked rescue archaeological excavations carried out by the local historical society and the Avon
Industrial Buildings Trust. The results from these investigations are summarised in more detail in
Section 3 of this document.
The modern OS map below (fig. 10) shows the extent of the residential development surrounding
the Scheduled Monument.

Figure 10: 2017 OS map

Middle Engine Pit draws its significance from potentially being the only remaining complete example
of an early 19th century coalfield site in Britain; the site also illustrates the evolution of mining
technology over its service life as a working colliery.
The former Edwardian Garden is also unique to this site. Whilst this relates to a later phase and is not
directly linked to the industrial function of the colliery, the remarkable preservation of the colliery site
was largely due its incorporation into the garden of the Edwardian house. Vast areas containing
evidence of the colliery are visible as features of the later Edwardian garden.
Aside from the heritage significance of the site, it is also significant in terms of biodiversity, with a
wide range of wildlife.

3.1 Archaeological investigations of Middle Engine Pit (Elms Colliery)
There have been two recorded archaeological investigations on this site; the first was carried out in
1986 when the area was sold for redevelopment. An archaeological survey and analysis was also
carried out in 1996.
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Below is a brief summary of these investigations, which show that Middle Engine Pit is one of the most
complete and complex examples of an early colliery in England.

3.1 1986 Excavations
The original excavations were carried out in 1986 by
the archaeological team from Avon Industrial
Buildings Trust, overseen by Rob Iles (Avon County
Archaeologist at the time). The excavation report,
written by David Lambert-Gorwyn, was published in
Popular Archaeology Oct/Nov 1986.
Evidence from this excavation showed that Middle
Engine Pit was a fairly typical example of a late
18/early 19th century colliery. The remains of the
colliery are very extensive and highlight the rapidly
changing technology in this industry over its
working life.
The site was originally steam powered but at first
this only applied to pumping water out from the
mine. The winding of the coal was undertaken by
horses around a horse gin/whim.
The remarkable preservation of the site was
attributed to the way the site was treated after it
Figure 11: Site layout from 1986 Excavations
ceased to be a colliery; preserved beneath the
Edwardian landscaped garden. Some of the colliery buildings were reused for outbuildings within the
estate of the country house, The Elms.
The excavation provided a unique insight into the use of state-of-the-art technology during this period.
This work split the evolution of the Colliery into three distinct phases
3.1.1 1790-1840
The earliest plan showing the colliery can be seen in Figure 11 above. The key characteristics of the
period were the buildings around the western shaft containing the larger pumping engine house, the
pair of haystack boilers and the two horse gins for winding the coal.
3.1.2 1840-1870
During this period the colliery went through significant modernisation, with the addition of a steam
powered Winding Engine House, replacing the slower horse gins. The pumping engine house was also
upgraded with a new engine and new Cornish Boilers replacing the older haystack style boilers.
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Figure 12: Mark Hornby’s reconstruction drawing of the Middle Engine Pit c.1860 (courtesy of Bristol Records office)

3.1.3 1900-1980
The colliery closed during this period, and the site became a garden of the country estate, The Elms.
Some of the buildings were demolished, but the winding engine house was made taller and converted
into a water tower for the main house. The check house was used as an outbuilding for the house and
gardens and the west horse gin was utilised as a garden feature.
(Lambert-Gorwyn, D, (1986) Nailsea – Excavations at the Elms Colliery. Popular Archaeology pp21-33)

3.2 1996 City of Hereford Archaeology Unit Survey
An archaeological survey was carried out in 1996 and provided a deeper understanding of this
important site. The 1996 report gives possible dates as to when the site ceases to be a working colliery;
documentary evidence in the form of the 1851 census showing the last entry for the colliery.
Although the previous 1986 excavation showed the pump engine had always had steam power, there
was some evidence from this later investigation that the winding was done by hand very briefly before
the more effective horse gin was installed.
There is also evidence for the main shaft having been used for both pumping water out of the mine
and winding the coal. The use of a dual shaft was not common in early 19th century, but this is by no
means the only example. The use of one shaft for both functions reduced the cost as there was not
the requirement to dig out another shaft. However, the use of only one shaft was outlawed in 1862
as a result of the Hartley disaster, where a pumping house balance beam broke and trapped 204
colliers and one boy, all of whom were asphyxiated. Although this practise was outlawed, there was
no enforcement of law whilst Middle Engine Pit was still in operation, and as there was no operational
justification for it was never implemented.
There was also another shaft already on the site, the east shaft, although it is not clear whether this
was used for winding coal further down the coal seam, a safety shaft or ventilation shaft, but it was in
use c.1836. Another theory is that this shaft and the east whim are the oldest on the site but fell out
of use quickly as the coal seam here was difficult to reach so production was moved to the north whim.
It is clear from evidence on site that the east shaft was not as important as the main shaft as there
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was never any steam power associated here and the west horse gin shows little wear, either through
it not being used very often or over a long period of time.
The east shaft was covered by a pump house, which was installed as part of the later Edwardian garden
and used solely as a source of water. This early 20th century construction housed a pump bringing
water up from the old workings to serve The Elms and its garden.
The check house, which was converted into an outbuilding for use by The Elms country estate, was
the only building on the site to contain domestic features such as a fireplace to heat the building. This
building was utilised as a guard station when the building was part of the colliery.
The Edwardian garden itself is a wonderful feature which evolved over time, rather than being
designed as one piece. The areas such as the horse gin were incorporated into the design, and it is
believed to have been a result of saving time and effort that these features were saved. In retaining
these features, it has led to the fantastic state of preservation of this incredible heritage asset.
Parts of the site shown in the earlier 1986 excavations could not be inspected as they were within
parts of gardens of the residential development surrounding the monument.
The results of this 1996 investigation has allowed for the life of the site to split into seven different
phases rather than the three in the previous report. These phases are as follows:
3.2.1 The 1820s
In this period the buildings relating to the earliest phase of the colliery were present. The main west
shaft was dug, and the first pumping engine house was installed, along with the west horse gin for the
winding.
3.2.2 The 1830s
In this period the second east shaft was excavated, and east horse gin was built. It is unknown exactly
what the second shaft was used for, and the new horse gin shows little evidence of use.
3.2.3 The 1840s
The horse powered winding of the shared main shaft was replaced by the steam powered winding
engine house and new head stocks, replacing the less efficient horse gins. Mapping evidence also
shows a track which appears as a country lane on later maps, which led from the colliery to the
glassworks site, tying the two sites together.
3.2.4 The late 1840s to early 1850s
There was a radical upgrade of the colliery equipment shortly before it closed, including the rebuilding
of two boiler houses and the instillation of a third boiler house. The renewal of the pumping engine
house equipment also took place during this period.
3.2.5 The mid to late 1800s
This period saw single shaft working outlawed in 1862 after Hartley disaster. The colliery closed, and
all equipment was stripped from the site. Partial demolition of some of the colliery buildings took
place at this time.
3.2.6 The early 20th century
During the early 20th century construction of The Elms house and gardens took place within the colliery
site, incorporating the reuse of some of the extant features. This included the winding engine house
with a 20th century red brick extension so it could be used as water tower, the reuse of the check
house as an outbuilding, the reuse of the condenser pit as a cess pit for the house, and the addition
of the pump house building over east shaft which was used to pump water for house and garden.
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3.2.7 The late 20th century
This period saw the demolition of The Elms country house and sale of the lane which prompted the
first 1986 excavation which led to the scheduling of the site and listing of buildings, and subsequent
redevelopment of the surrounding area.
(Morris, R. (1996) The Elms Colliery: recording and analysis of the surviving buildings. City of Hereford
Archaeology Unit 285)

Figure 13: Recording of extant structures during 1996 survey (City of Hereford Archaeology Unit)
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3.3 Archaeological Condition Survey (Cotswold Archaeology, 2019)
The most recent condition survey undertaken by Cotswold Archaeology has identified 3 phases of
development at Middle Engine Pit with 2 phase which appear to have some cross over as exact
phasing of the building remains unknow. The phases are identified in figure 14 below and are as
follow. The phasing on the Cotswold report are condensed in to 3 main phases of the colliery
development.
3.3.1 Phase 1
This phase relates to the earliest phase of the colliery between 1790-1840 and relates back to the
first three phases of the 1996 City of Hereford Archaeology Unit Survey.
Within the phase the earlies working of the colliery are seen depicted as keyhole shaped house
whim and the cluster of ancillary buildings around the main shaft.
3.3.2 Phase 2
During this phase the colliery when through a wides scale modernisation when the horse whine
where replaced with a stream powered winding engine, the pump house and boilers where all up
graded. This phase relates back to the last two phases of the 1996 City of Hereford Archaeology Unit
Survey.
3.3.3 Phase 3
The final phase of the colliery was sold along with the machinery and planting , the pump house and
slag heap were level of but the eastern horse whim, winding engine house and other out building
were maintain are form part of the Edwardian garden for the Elms House built in the edge of the
site.
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The full results from the archaeological condition survey carried out by Cotswold Archaeology in May 2019 are discussed in full in section 5.2.1. The site
layout depicted below (fig. 14) shows the features that can still be found on the site today. Many of these features are depicted on the earlier survey
drawings.

Figure 14: Site location plan (Cotswold Archaeology, 2019)
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4. Previous work and proposals
4.1 Previous site proposal from Architecton
In 2001 Architecton produced a conservation plan, which has now been updated and amalgamated
into this management plan for North Somerset Council, which outlines the possible future use for
Middle Engine Pit.
The 2001 Conservation Plan’s main objectives were as follows:
•
•
•

To safeguard the remaining structures and limit further loss of archaeological fabric
To protect the ecological value of the site whilst managing the growth of plants
To present the site to the public in a meaningful way, without compromising the integrity of
the fabric or impacting on the visual amenity of the site

Below is an artist’s impression of how the site could potentially look:

Figure 21: Architecton’s concept for Middle Engine Pit from the 2001 Conservation Plan

4.2 Boundary wall repair and site security
In 2015, North Somerset Council was awarded an 80% grant of approximately £60,000 from Historic
England. This was mainly to relieve health and safety issues concerning the site’s boundary wall
which run alongside a public footpath and was on the verge of collapsing.
Further health and safety measures have been implemented including securing access to the site,
erecting fencing over the main shaft, and securing the entrance to the larger Winding Engine House.

4.3 Vegetation clearance
Vegetation is cleared from the site (but not the built heritage assets) once a year to keep the site
clear for access and to prevent damage to the newly refurbished boundary wall by NSC contractors.
The extent of the vegetation clearance was arranged with the Council’s Senior Archaeologist to
ensure no damage to the archaeological fabric.
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4.4 Previous Building Repairs
Repair works were carried out on site between June and August 2019 by Heritage Stone Masons Ltd.
The works were funded by Historic England and match-funded by North Somerset Council.

4.4.1 Check House
All invasive ivy was removed from the check house and the building was conserved, making it stable
and safe. Repair works reused stone on site and the lime mortar was analysed and matched in
materials for all repointing. The walls were then hard-capped to prevent water damage to the wall
heads.

Figure 32: Repaired Check House (I)

4.4.2 Pump House
Again, all invasive ivy was removed from the Pump House and the building was conserved, making it
stable and safe. Repair works re-used stone on site, the lime mortar was analysed and matched in
materials for all re-pointing, the walls were then hard capped to prevent water damage to the wall
heads. The gable end of the building was rebuilt after the removal of a large tree root.

Figure 33: Repaired Pump House (F)

4.4.3 North Horse Whim
As with the other built assets all invasive ivy was removed from the Horse Whim and the building
was conserve, making it stable and safe. Repair works reused stone on site and the lime mortar was
analysed and matched in materials for all repointing. The walls were then hard capped to prevent
water damage to the wall heads. This also included the repair of a large crack in the centre of the
whim’s wall.
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Figure 34: Repaired north horse whim (B)

4.4.4 Winding Engine House
Large cracks running down the corner of the building were secured and filled with a lime mortar
matching that of the existing. The loose bricks at the top corner of the building were also repointed
and stabilised.

Figure 35: Repaired Winding Engine House (G)

4.4.5 Future building repairs
There are several smaller structures on site and above ground archaeological remains of the colliery
which are still in need of repair including:

• the headstock;
• boiler house; and
• garden walls - Edwardian Garden features.
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5. The Middle Engine Pit Project
North Somerset Council are working in collaboration with Historic England, Nailsea Town Council,
Avon Industrial Buildings Trust (AIBT), Avon Gardens Trust (AGT) and other local history and
archaeology groups, to secure the long-term future for this heritage asset.
The collaboration with these groups aims to not only rescue this fantastic heritage asset but to
ensure the history of both the colliery and the garden is represented, as one would not exist today
without the other. The aim is also to bring this asset in to use for the community to both enrich the
knowledge of the history of the local area for the people of Nailsea, but to also provide an area of
open green space within the modern housing estate.
The project is set out into four phases, each informing the next:

5.1 Phase One: Vegetation clearance
Surface vegetation is cleared annually by NSC contractors. Invasive ivy has now been removed from
the Check House, Pump House, northern Horse Whim and Winding Engine House; more regular
clearance is required to prevent regrowth. There is also one other structure (headstock) which
requires removal of ivy.
The hope is to engage local interest groups to volunteer for regular vegetation clearance as well as
repointing structures with lime mortar to care for them in the long-term (subject to funding for
appropriate training and PPE).
There are both advantages and disadvantages to vegetation growth within the site. It can provide
cover for wildlife such as bats and nesting birds, but in some areas, this has become damaging to the
buildings and archaeology. A balance needs to be met between areas where vegetation is harmful to
the archaeology and standing structures, and where wildlife could be encouraged without causing
harm. Section 5.4 highlights possible options for this.
The archaeological condition survey (section 5.2.1) and building survey (section 5.2.2) have both
identified areas where vegetation is causing damage to the heritage features and needs to be
removed with care to prevent further issues. Also identified are areas which could be left as a ‘quiet
wilderness’ both in regard to the aesthetic feel of the ‘ruins’ and for the ecology/wildlife within the
site.

5.2 Phase Two: Surveys
The first phase of the project was to commission surveys of the site to inform its conservation and
future management. These works are essential to fully understand the site’s significance and the
current threats and risks to the heritage assets. A summary of each survey is outlined in the sections
below.

5.2.1. Archaeological Condition Survey
Cotswold Archaeology were commissioned by North Somerset Council in 2019 to undertake an
archaeological condition survey of Middle Engine Pit in order to understand the key issues on site
and produce a record of the condition of the monument.
A walkover survey to inspect, record and interpret all surface remains within the site boundary was
carried out on 7th and 16th May 2019. The locations of any physical evidence for heritage threats, e.g.
erosion and vandalism, were plotted using a handheld GPS with up to 3m accuracy.
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The survey identified key areas where harm is being caused to the monument; these are identified
on the map in figure 29. Damage resulting from heritage crime and heritage threats are defined
within The Elms Colliery (Middle Engine Pit), Nailsea Condition Survey (2019) by Cotswold
Archaeology as the following:
▪
▪

Heritage crime –considered here to comprise wilful damage to the scheduled monument,
i.e. as a result of fire starting, vandalism and dumping;
Heritage threat – (Forestry and Non-Forestry) considered here to comprise non-intentional
damage to the scheduled monument, i.e. as a result of erosion, collapse and animal
burrowing. This group is also considered to include accidental damage, i.e. damage resulting
from forestry, and visitor erosion (e.g. use of non-official footpaths).

Each point identified was given a threat and/or damage level which has informed the basis of the
work within this management plan. The full record can be seen in the Elms Colliery (Middle Engine
Pit), Nailsea Condition Survey (2019) by Cotswold Archaeology.
Cotswold Archaeology’s analysis of the issues and their suggested approaches are outlined in the
following sections.

5.2.1.1 Heritage Crime
The main types of heritage crime recorded at Middle Engine Pit were fly tipping, littering and graffiti.
Fly tipping
There are several areas of fly tipping recorded across the
site, shown in figure 29. The areas of fly tipping are
generally located next to the boundary and result in
slight to moderate threat and damage to the monument.

Figure 22: Fly tipping (Cotswold Archaeology)

Littering
Cotswold Archaeology recorded 18 instances of
littering on the site at the time of the survey.
Although litter does not cause physical damage to the
monument its presence greatly affects the
experience of the site; therefore, the threat and
damage level of the litter is slight to moderate.
Figure 23: Littering (Cotswold Archaeology)
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Graffiti
There is one recorded instance of graffiti at Middle Engine Pit.
Whilst this does not cause direct harm to the fabric of the
monument it detracts from its appreciation and the
understanding of the historic significance. The harm is measured
as moderate.

Figure 24: Graffiti (Cotswold Archaeology)

5.2.1.2 Heritage threats
There are numerous heritage threats within the site, including forestry and scrub growth, collapse,
public danger and animal burrowing.
Forestry
Forestry is the most significant threat to this heritage asset.
Part of the site’s history is the planted Edwardian garden
however; this has been unmanaged for years and as a result
the vegetation has become overgrown and trees have selfseeded in other parts of the site which is now causing damage
to the heritage asset. Trees are causing several issues to the
site including erosion of features such as walls, movement
from tree roots and harm caused by tree collapse or leaning
trees.
This is a severe issue for this site as the mature trees are
causing harm to both the remains of the colliery complex and
the Edwardian garden features on the site.
Figure 25: Tree damage to Pump House

Scrub growth and plant growth
The site is covered in large areas of scrub and plant
growth including several invasive non-native species
details of which can be found in section 5.2.3. The
scrub and plant growth which both represent a longterm erosion issues of site features and also prevents
visual understanding of the site as many of the asset
are hidden within these areas.
The effect to the heritage asset has been determined
by Cotswold Archaeology as moderate to severe due
to the damage caused from roots particular in terms
of the standing structures. The roots may also cause
instability in the mining feature such as the ash
tunnels and shaft systems.

Figure 26: Scrub growth (Cotswold Archaeology)
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Collapsed masonry
There are a number of areas around the site where you
can see collapse of the masonry features. At the time the
condition survey was carried out by Cotswold Archaeology
works to conserve the buildings had not been carried out.
Some of the collapse stone has now been reused. Despite
this, some areas of collapse/building debris are still visible
within the site.
Figure 27: Collapsed masonry (Cotswold Archaeology)

Animal Burrowing
There are a number of recorded areas of animal
burrowing on the site, which are believed to be badger
setts. They are attracted to the site due to the cover
provided by the vegetation and lack of human activity.
Animal burrowing is considered to be a significant threat
affecting the conservation of this heritage asset due to
the ground disturbance caused by the animals. This could
possibly undermine the built structures and result in
further uneven ground which is a danger to anyone
visiting the site.

Figure 28: Badger sett (Cotswold Archaeology)

Recommendations:
Recommendations made from Cotswold Archaeology to eliminate the treats to the site have been
integrate in to the overall Management Plan in Section 6
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Figure 29: Mapped heritage threats and heritage crime (Cotswold Archaeology)
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5.2.1.1. Digital Terrain Model (DTM)
The survey was carried out on 16th May 2019. Full recording standards can be seen in the associated document Elms Colliery (Middle Engine Pit), Nailsea, North Somerset: Condition Survey (Cotswold Archaeology, 2019

Figure 30: Digital Terrain Model (Cotswold Archaeology)
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Figure 31: Digital Terrain Model (Cotswold Archaeology)
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5.2.2. Ecology Survey
The ecology survey was carried out on 15th April 2019 by Avondale Ecology. This section summarises
the result of the report: Middle Engine Pit, Nailsea Preliminary Ecological Appraisal.
Results from the ecology survey shows Middle Engine Pit comprises secondary woodland with
colonising ruderal and scattered ornamental and native scrub. None of the habitats within the site
are of particular ecological note, although they have potential to support protected and notable
species.
Constraints
There are several ecological constraints on the site and areas which will need to be considered
moving forward with any future plans.
The site is known to have active badger setts which are protected by law, and any activity near or
concerning setts such as closure requires a licence from Natural England.
There are currently no known bats on the site, but areas do have a moderate potential to support
bats, these include most specifically the Winding Engine House, the mine shaft and a few veteran
trees on site including one apple tree.
In ecological terms alone, any future plans for the site should aim to minimise the scheme footprint
as much as possible to retain habitats for wildlife and encourage growth of woodland indicator
species in the ground flora and should aim to avoid or minimise lighting to aid ecology.
Works are to cease if protected species (bats, nesting birds, badger or reptiles) are unexpectedly
found at any time during any works, and an ecologist should be contacted.
Opportunities
Although there are some constraints, there are considerable opportunities to enhance the ecology
within this site and allow it to have a harmonious relationship with the heritage assets.
Some of these opportunities include the control of non-native invasive species especially the spread
of variegated yellow archangel and Spanish bluebell; these should be targeted to prevent further
spread.
This would in turn provide the opportunity to retain mature and veteran native and fruit trees and
prioritise removal of non-native trees to encourage more native habitats.
None of the habitats within the site are of particular ecological note, although they have potential to
support protected and notable species, so there are significant opportunities for long-term
ecological enhancement via habitat creation and appropriate management including
woodland/hedgerow planting, pond creation/restoration, seeding of species-rich native mixes and
installing features for wildlife including bat and bird boxes, hedgehog boxes and habitat piles.
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Future survey works
• Complete/reassess Ecological Impact Assessment and provide detailed Avoidance and
Mitigation Measures based on details of the proposals (or each phase)
• Update ecological survey if works have not commenced by 1 June 2021;
• Appropriate investigations to be advised by a suitably qualified ecologist in advance to works
to buildings or trees with bat roost potential.
The ecological survey results will be balanced against the heritage needs. The aim is to provide a site
which benefits both.
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5.4 Phase 4: Future aims
The final phase will depend on the access to funding but will pool the resources of all collaborators
to ensure the future of the project.
The aspirations have not been set out by one group but a collaborative effort by all interested
parties to find a viable solution to the site.
The aspirations are to:
• Ensure the future of the buildings with a regular maintenance plan
• Ensure the designed landscape features are maintained
• Ensure the importance of the site is understood
• Ensure the site is accessible for the people of Nailsea
• Ensure the site has a viable future

5.4.1 Option 1: Do nothing
One option always is always to do nothing leave the site in its current state.
Advantages
No further costs in the foreseeable future aside from the annual cutting of vegetation and
maintenance of the security fencing.
Disadvantages
• If nothing is done future costs will escalate in relation to the replacement of fencing and
damage which could be potentially caused by the very large trees on the site;
• A nationally important heritage site will be lost;
• The money which has already been put into repairing the site will have been wasted;
• The work carried out by volunteers will have been wasted;
• The lost of this site as a useable green space for Nailsea will be lost;
• Neighbours to the site are left with issues around the vegetation, large trees and vandalism next
to their homes.
• The site will remain on the Heritage at Risk register.
This option meets none of the proposed aims.

5.4.2 Option 2: Enabling safe access to the site
Works would include:
•
•
•
•

Allowing safe access from the public right of way which runs alongside the site.
Removal of some of the vegetation growth so the heritage assets can be seen.
Repairs only to winding engine house to ensure loose masonry does not fall, and repair
assets to make them safe.
Areas containing badgers to be cordoned off.

Advantages
• Members of the public and volunteers will be able to get on to the site and see some of the
heritage assets here;
• The remaining structures on site will be made safe;
• Some of the vegetation on the site will be controlled.
• Engagement with the local residence and with local schools possible with Historic England
heritage schools programme.
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Negative
• The site will not have full access or interpretation of the heritage assets;
• Possibility that anti-social behaviour may become re-established on the site;
• The reinstatement of the Edwardian garden will be limited. Features such as the headstock and
the winding engine house will remain un-used or unseen. Without full details and exposure of
the site it may be vulnerable to anti-social behaviour which will have a negative impact both on
the heritage assets and on surrounding neighbours. It will remain on the ‘Heritage at Risk’
register.
Some of the future aspiration are meet but the full potential of the site would be lost.

5.4.3 Option 3: Fully usable site
This option would involve full use and interpretation of the asset on site and the reinstatement
where possible of the Edwardian garden features.
Advantages
• Free public and volunteer access to whole site;
• Interpretation of standing building and archaeology;
• Reinstatement of the Edwardian garden features;
• Area of green open space in the wider urban environment;
• Engagement with the local residence and with local schools possible with Historic England
heritage schools programme
• Possible removal from the ‘Heritage at Risk’ register.
Disadvantages
• No reuse of the winding engine house aside from storage for site equipment;
• No complete use of whole site as a result;
• Impact on neighbours with potential increased noise levels.
Most of the future aspirations are met, but this option does not explore the sites full potential in
terms of interpretation of the site and wider access to the Winding Engine House.

5.4.4 Option 4: Fully accessible site with small museum
This option would reinstate the Edwardian Garden, add interpretation to the site for the standing
built structures and the archaeology, and would also turn the Winding Engine House into a small
museum for the colliery and the associated glassworks.
Advantages
• Whole site is open to the public with added value of the open green space;
• Elements of Edwardian garden reinstated;
• Possible instalment of a children’s play area in an area of low archaeological potential;
• Winding engine house repurposed as small museum for the colliery and associated glassworks;
• Car parking to allow volunteers to park and a small mini-bus on open days;
• Removal of the asset from the ‘Heritage at Risk’ register.
• Able to run full events within the colliery in collaboration with local schools and Historic England
heritage schools programme.
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Disadvantages
• Impact on neighbours with noise levels and parking if the site is busy
All of the aspirations for the site are met, ensuring the site would have a viable future.
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6. Management Plan
This work plan will form part of a National Lottery Heritage Fund bid. Funding to deliver each of the objectives below will inform that bid.
Objective
Detail
Method
Objective 1: Preserve Middle Engine Pit through monitoring and maintenance of heritage features
Removal of trees and vegetation
1.1
Removal of trees
Prior to the removal of any vegetation or
All works are to be undertaken in
from key
trees, an ecological survey will be
accordance with Section 17
archaeological
commissioned to ensure key species and
Agreement & felling licence (if
remains
habitats are not lost
required) – in accordance with
felling plan (check if needed)
1.2
Removal of
Dense vegetation to be cleared during
All works are to be undertaken in
intrusive vegetation October to February inclusive outside of
accordance with a Section 17
from ground
the nesting bird season or immediately
Agreement and ecology reports.
after an inspection by a suitably qualified
ecologist during the breeding season.
Care to be taken if dismantling any possible
habitat piles including piles of stone, logs,
debris or brash by hand to protect reptiles,
common toad and hedgehog; Hedgehogs
and common toad to be moved to safety if
found.
1.3
Removal of
Invasive vegetation such as ivy to be
All works are to be undertaken in
vegetation from
carefully removed for any built structures
accordance with a Section 17
built assets
and above ground archaeology
Agreement

Measure

Timing / Date

Who

Removal of trees

First year of
project

Contractor

Removal of
vegetation causing
harm and
obstructing the
archaeology and
built assets

Annually

Volunteers

Removal of invasive
ivy heritage assets

Annually

Trained
volunteers

1.4

All areas cut
satisfactorily, and
vegetation removed
around important
features such as
shaft and pond
areas.

Annually by
contractors /
ongoing for
volunteers

NSC / NSC
contractor /
volunteers

Management of
vegetation
regrowth

Annual clearance undertaken by NSC
contractors. Volunteers to control regrowth
on buildings.

Through use of brush cutters,
strimmers, mowers,
pesticide/herbicide application,
small tree removal and in
accordance with a Section 17
Agreement
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Objective

Detail

Method

Measure

Timing/Date

Who

Objective 2: Increase awareness of the archaeological and historical importance of the site for the future, and to improve understanding and interpretation of Middle Engine
Pit
2.1
Publicise
Raise awareness through
Local media and social media /
Increased visitor numbers
NSC in collaboration
importance and
publicity campaigns
North Somerset Life magazine
to monument, measured
interested
significance of
by survey
parties/volunteers
MEP
2.2
Research
Considerable potential for
Area of the colliery have not been
Outcomes of each
Historic England /
gaining new knowledge about
fully excavated more evidence
research project /
NSC / other
the archaeology of Middle
maybe found on site if future
improved knowledge of
researchers
Engine Pit
excavations are possible.
monument
2.3
Information
Create leaflets for visitors to
Creation of new leaflets with up to Leaflets/maps available
NSC / volunteers /
leaflets
Middle Engine Pit
date information on Middle Engine through Museum and
Weston Museum
Pit, utilising survey data and
Tourist Information
/Nailsea Town
information gleaned from recent
Centre, and other outlets,
Council / NEAT/ NLHS
and future research projects
including online
2.4

Information for
younger visitors /
schools

Work with local schools and
Young Archaeologists’ Club to
produce information

Create map of Middle Engine Pit
for children / leaflet ‘for children,
by children’

Production of information
leaflet / map

NSC Heritage Officers
/ schools / Historic
England / Weston
Museum / YAC

2.5

Improved maps
of Middle Engine
Pit

Creation of new maps with up
to date information on Middle
Engine Pit, utilising survey data
and information gleaned from
research projects

Leaflets/maps made available
through Weston Museum and
Nailsea Town Council, and other
outlets, as well as downloadable
PDF versions

Creation of maps

NSC with input from
volunteers/ Nailsea
Town Council / NEAT/
NLHS

2.6

Popular
publication

Produce publication for wider
dissemination

Use results of research projects
and archaeological investigations
to provide the definitive story of
Middle Engine Pit

Creation of popular
publication

NSC Heritage Officers
with input from
volunteers &
interested parties /
Historic England
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Objective
2.7

2.8

2.9

Implement
signage /
interpretation

Document work
undertaken
throughout
project
Improve
awareness of
impact of
vandalism to
Middle Engine Pit

Detail

Method

Measure

Significantly improve signage
and interpretation boards at
access points to Middle Engine
Pit, once we have a better
understanding of the
monument carried out through
research as part of this project

Utilise research into site to provide
up to date interpretation of Middle
Engine Pit and develop an
interpretation strategy that
includes:

Creation and delivery of
interpretation strategy

Creation of project diary

Regular articles in local media /
NS Life magazine, etc. to
highlight impact on archaeology

Siting of interpretation boards
around the site and along the
public footpath alongside the site
work need Scheduled Monument
Consent
Blog / video diary

Publicity regarding illegal trespass,
vandalism and fly tipping.

New signage installed at
access points

Timing/Date

Who
North Somerset
Council / Nailsea
Town Council /
Historic England /
interested parties

Revised interpretation
boards

Creation of project diary

NSC / volunteers

Reduction of unlawful
activity

North Somerset
Council

Objective 3: To develop the full recreational potential of Middle Engine Pit, without loss to its important character and biodiversity
3.1
Removal of trees Allowing local residents and
Removal of invasive vegetation will
and vegetation
visitors to fully engage with all
allow more native species to thrive
the features of the colliery and
to encourage the natural
enjoy the Edwardian Garden
biodiversity of the site and in
features.
accordance with a Section 17
Agreement
3.2
Add waste
Provide litter bins and dog
Provision of waste facilities
Installation of litter and
facilities on site
waste bins at access points
Encourage visitors through signage dog waste bins
to prevent
to take their litter home and in
Less littering
littering.

Contractor and
Volunteers

NSC / Nailsea Town
Council
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accordance with Scheduled
Monument Consent

Objective 4: To involve the local community as fully practicable possible in the management of the Middle Engine Pit
4.1
Provide
Offer public consultation on
Incorporate suggestions into
Incorporation of
opportunities to
revisions of management plan
management plan revisions
suggestions into
offer suggestions
management plan
on management
revisions
of site
Objective
Detail
Method
Measure
4.2
Creation of
Establish management
Management committee to feed
Creation of management
management
committee with representatives into management of site
committee
committee
of stakeholder groups
4.3

Re-establish
Nailsea Buildings
Trust
Events and tours
of Middle Engine
Pit

Re-engage with original trust
members and encourage new
people to be involved
4.4
Run annual walk/guided tour of
Middle Engine Pit for Festival of
Archaeology and Heritage Open
Days
Offer opportunities for other
events such as Heritage Schools
Objective 5: To provide a range of volunteering opportunities
5.1
Continue to work Volunteer work currently
with existing
includes removal of vegetation,
volunteers
etc.
5.2
Set up a
Set up a new group of
gardening
volunteers interesting in
volunteer group.
reinstating the Edwardian
Garden.

NSC/ Nailsea Town
Council/NEAT/NLHS/
Historic England

Timing/Date

Who
To include NSC,
Nailsea Town
Council/NEAT/NLHS/
Historic England
NSC/ Nailsea Town
Council/NEAT/NLHS/
Historic England
NSC archaeologist /
volunteers / Weston
Museum / NEAT/
NLHS/ Historic
England

Advertises in local new letters to
encourage new Trust membership

Revived Trust in place

Work with local groups and
volunteers to run events about and
at Middle Engine Pit

Annual tours of Middle
Engine Pit, plus ad hoc
events

In line with method statements,
SMC and risk assessments

Removal of vegetation

NSC / volunteers

In line with research done by the
Avon Gardens Trust

Restore all parts of the
colliery history and
involve more of Nailsea’s
community

NSC Heritage Officers
/ AGT / volunteers
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5.3

Encourage local
community to
become involved
with research
projects

Incorporate elements of
community engagement in
research projects such as
archaeological surveys

Promotion of opportunities
through local press & social media,
etc.

Delivery of research
projects with volunteer
aspect from other
volunteers e.g. YCCCART

NSC Heritage Officers
to lead

Objective 6: To improve access around Middle Engine Pit
6.1
Footpaths
There are no public rights of
Establish a footpath through the
Improved access
NSC / appointed
way within the site. However,
site to meet the footpath already in
contractors / Historic
there is a footpath around the
place at the perimeter.
England
outside.
Method to be agreed with Historic
Access through the site to this
England in obtaining Scheduled
footpath will increase
Monument Consent
enjoyment of the asset.
Objective
Detail
Method
Measure
Timing/Date Who
6.2
Remote access to Enabling people to experience
Creation of short film/tour to be
Short film to be created
NSC / interested
site
the site that aren’t able to
displayed on Know Your Place
Blog to be published on
parties
physically visit
website/project blog
website?
Objective 7: Engage with local schools; further incorporate the archaeological significance and management of this site into their teaching, and improve upon currently
available information
7.1
Heritage Schools
Run event for local schools
Liaise with Historic England’s
Running event
NSC archaeologist /
events
showcasing Middle Engine Pit
Heritage Schools Officer
Historic England /
local schools
7.2
Projects within
Incorporate Middle Engine Pit
Liaise with local schools, working
Links with local schools /
NSC Heritage Officers
schools
in school trips learning about
on projects incorporating variety of outputs from projects
/ local schools
the Industrial Revolution.
aspects of Middle Engine Pit
including gardening/ecology in
relation to the Edwardian garden.
Objective 8: Enhance the ecological potential of the site
8.1
Carry out further Further ecological survey needs Carry out suggested surveys within Employ qualified ecologist
Contracted ecologist/
survey works
to be carried out to full asset
the ecology report dated
to carry out surveys.
NSC
the sites ecological potential.
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Objective
8.2

Detail
Close or manage
badger setts on
site

Method
Close or manage the active
badger setts on site to protect
the below ground archaeology
on the scheduled monument.

Measure
Apply for licence from Natural
England and use qualified ecologist
to aid the closure process.
Scheduled Monument Consent will
also be needed.

Timing/Date
Employ qualified ecologist
to close the badge setts.

Who

8.3

Enhance habitats
for bats

Improve the site to encourage
bat habitats

Obtain bat boxes (type
and location per ecologist
recommendations)

NSC / Ecologist

8.4

Removed invasive
non-native
species

Remove all invasive species
from the sites (removing all
Spanish bluebells and
variegated yellow archangel)

Ensure fruit trees are maintained
and add bat boxes to potential
buildings to encourage bat roosts
work will need to be in accordance
with Scheduled Monument
Consent
Liaise with Avon Garden Trust and
Ecologist to identify areas of nonnative spices to be removed and in
accordance with a Section 17
Agreement

Train volunteers to
recognise and remove
non-native species

NCS/ NSC contractor/
Volunteers

8.5

Encourage the
spread of native
species (incl.
trees)

Liaise with AGT and Ecologist to
identify the best native species to
encourage on this site enhancing
the ecology but not harm the
underlying archaeology or
buildings. and in accordance with a
Section 17 Agreement

Train volunteers to plant
and care for native
species

NCS/ NSC contractor/
Volunteers

8.6

Enhance the site’s
ecology &
biodiversity

Encourage native species to
spread by removing those
which are not native, providing
these have not been ideation
within work from the Avon
Garden Trust as being part of
the Edwardian garden and
cutting back fast growing
vegetation.
Encourage ecology by creating
safe habitats for native species.

Enhance the site’s ecology by
including woodland/hedgerow
planting, pond
creation/restoration, seeding of
species-rich native mixes and
installing features for wildlife

Liaise with an ecologist to
enable works on site

NCS/ NSC contractor/
Volunteers

Natural England/
NSC/ Contracted
ecologist
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including housing/habitat piles.
and in accordance with a Section
17 Agreement and Scheduled
Monument Consent.
Objective 9: Improve links with Nailsea Glassworks
9.1
Make sites
Installation of signage for
Create better links from the
connection more Middle Engine Pit and the
glassworks to Middle Engine Pit.
visible to
Glassworks within town centre. Open up views to and from Middle
residents and
Removal of trees and signage at Engine Pit
visitors to Nailsea Middle Engine Pit
9.2
Exhibition
Install information on the
Create interpretation boards in
Colliery history and its
relation to both sites and their joint
association with the glassworks significance in Nailsea’s Industrial
in a public space within Nailsea. past.
Objective 10: Removal from Historic England’s Heritage at Risk register
10.1
Removal of trees Forestry and vegetation growth Removal of trees and vegetation
and vegetation
are the main threats to Middle
and in accordance with a Section
Engine Pit
17 Agreement
10.2
Repair remaining A few remaining stone features Repairing the remaining stone
colliery structures are still in need of repair e.g.
colliery features on site.
the headstock walls
Use these features to train
volunteers in lime pointing to aid
future maintenance. To be in
accordance with Scheduled
Monument Consent
10.3
Repair and
Repair the remaining
Use research gathered by AGT to
reinstate
Edwardian garden features on
reinstate elements of the
Edwardian
the site and reinstate some of
Edwardian garden. To be in
garden features
the original planting where
accordance with Scheduled
possible.
Monument Consent
10.4
Viable future use Ensure the site has a viable
Have fully trained volunteers with a
in place
future use for its maintenance
mix of skills set up within a trust for
and for the people of Nailsea to the site to ensure it future
enjoy.
maintenance and funding

Installation of signage for
Middle Engine Pit and the
Glassworks both on site
and with the town.

NSC / NEAT / Nailsea
Town Council /
Tourist Board

Instillation of information
boards in Winding Engine
House or another public
space/building in Nailsea

NSC/ NEAT/ NLHS/
AIBT/ Nailsea Town
Council

Removal of Middle Engine
Pit from Heritage at Risk
register
Repair of all structures on
site to aid in its removal
from the Heritage at Risk
register

NSC / Historic
England

To ensure the removal of
Middle Engine Pit from
the Heritage at Risk
register

NSC/ Historic
England/ NEAT/
NLHS/ AGT

Removal of Middle Engine
Pit from Heritage at Risk
register

NSC/ Historic
England/ NEAT/
NLHS/ AGT/ AIBT

NSC/ Historic
England/ NEAT/
NLHS/ AIBT
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Appendix 1 – List description
Designation details (extracted from the National Heritage List of England)
Name: Elms Colliery (Scheduling) and Engine house and associated buildings from the Middle
Engine Pit, about 15 metres south east of The Elms (Listing)
List entry number: 1004533 and 1320976
Reasons for Designation (Listing)
Engine house of rotative beam engine, foundations of horse whim house, and weighbridge house.
Buildings date from 1792-1837. Sandstone rubble, engine house has large quoins and plain tiled
roof. Engine house of rectangular plan formerly used for pumping by means of a drive shaft which
emerged through the wall; engine house was formerly used as a water tower and is taller than it was
originally. Foundations of horse whim house, about 1 1/2 metres high, about 3 metres north of
engine house, used for winding during the sinking of the shaft and later for maintenance.
Weighbridge house, small rectangular rubble building (overgrown with ivy at time of survey March
1985) about 30 metres to north. Map prepared by the Royal Engineers in 1830 showed the pit as
'Old Nailsea Pit' with workings 200 feet deep; Middle Engine Pit probably worked the Whites and
Dungy seams over an area extending from the Trendlewood quarries to the lane down Golden
Valley, and from Nailsea Park and Station Road to Trendlewood. (Sources: Nailsea and District Local
History Society; BIAS).
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Appendix 2- Site Gazetteer
3.4 Features of Middle Engine Pit (Elms Colliery)
Middle Engine Pit covers approximately 0.32 hectares of land in the middle of a housing estate in the
east end of Nailsea. There are extensive archaeological remains within the site as seen in the
excavation plans in Section 3. The extant features on the site include the following:

3.4.1 Winding Engine House (Figure 14:G)
The winding engine house is the largest of the surviving
colliery structures on this site. It would have housed the
engine which wound the coal up from the pit.
Unfortunately, the mining equipment was removed and
likely to have been sold off after the closure of the colliery
in the 1870s.
At the time the colliery was closed the winding engine
house was at the height of new technology; it was built to
replace the less efficient horse whim in the early 1840s. It
was constructed from rubble pennant stone with dressed
coins and had three floors; the first floor as the main
working floor housing the steam engine, balance beam and
vertical cylinder.

Figure 15: Winding Engine House

The flywheel was housed in the northern half of the engine
house. This may have been connected to an external
winding drum which would have necessitated an axle hole
in the west wall. This section of wall has been rebuilt
however, and any evidence lost.

After ‘The Elms’ was built the winding engine house was converted for use as a water tower for the
estate. You can see evidence on the building of the raising of the original roof height of the building
to accommodate the water storage tank.

3.2.2 Horse whims/gins (Figure 14: A and B)
There are two horse whims/gins that were part of the
colliery. The north (or central) horse whim (Figure 14:
B) is adjacent to the main pit shaft and was regularly
used to wind the coal from the pit up until it was
replaced with the new technology of the mechanical
steam powered engine in the winding house. Although
the winding engine house replaced the use of the
horse whim it was likely retained in case of mechanical
failure of the new engine house.
The unusual aspect of the north horse whim in
comparison to the east horse whim is the height it is
Figure 16: Extant walls of north horse whim
above ground level. It was raised using an artificial
terrace of layers of coal waste and clinker, effectively being an easily replaceable and easily drained
floor surface. The whim survives today as it was retained as a garden feature of The Elms house.
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The east horse whim (Figure 14: A) was adjacent
to the second pit shaft and was the earlier of the
two features, but both show evidence that they
were barely used.

Figure 17: East horse whim (retaining walls)

There is limited survival of this feature above
ground level, however the rubble pennant stone
wall base can still be made out. The second whim
would likely have been in use by 1836 or possibly
earlier. Evidence is still present of the whim’s
sandstone chipping surface which shows little
wear to the whim but there is the possibility this
was not the original working surface.

3.2.3 Pit Shafts (Figure 14: O and F)
There are two pit shafts on the site. The main pit shaft, believed to be 200ft deep, was used as both
access for pumping water out of the mine and to wind up the goods, despite that use of a single pit
shaft was outlawed in 1862 as a result of the Hartley disaster. The shaft has been a constant feature
within the site which saw several technological advances throughout the life of the colliery. It began
with a hand operated cog and winding apparatus, then the horse whims were installed followed by
the steam powered winding engine house.
It remains unclear what the second shaft was originally used for. Despite there being a horse whim
attached to it, it shows few signs of use and was possibly only ever employed as an air vent. There is
also no evidence that steam power was ever introduced at the second shaft. However, the shaft was
utilised after being fitted with a water pump to serve The Elms house. The pump house building was
constructed over the shaft during that time.

3.2.4 Check House (Figure 14: I)

Figure 18: The Check House

The Check House was a later addition to the
colliery and was used to check the weight of
shipments of coal leaving the site. Due to its
isolated position from the other buildings and
evidence of shelves within the building it is
believed to have been used to check vehicles
arriving to and leaving the colliery, however
there is no evidence of a weighbridge which
suggests that it may have been sold by the
wagon. The building shows evidence of blocked
up windows and a possible fireplace. The
internal walls of the building may have once
been plastered.

This building does not appear on drawings of 1837-43 of the colliery workings, but first appears on
the 1884 First Edition OS map. It remains uncertain whether this building was less important so was
overlooked in earlier record or whether it was built at a later date.

3.2.6 Boundary Wall
The perimeter wall in existence today was the boundary wall of The Elms’ garden and is not
associated with the colliery.
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3.2.7 Pumping Engine House (Figure 14: C)
There are no above ground remains of the pumping engine house, however archaeological evidence
suggests this was an early single-action Watt engine.
This pumping engine house was replaced in the second phase of the colliery’s history. Given the time
period is it thought to have been replaced with a Cornish type engine which provided better
performance.

3.2.8 Headstock Walls (Figure 14: D)
These walls which supported the weight of the headstock are still visible today. They are capped
with very large pieces of sandstone which are also still present on site although no longer on the
headstock walls. They are a part of the second phase to the colliery and are associated with the
winding engine house.

3.2.5 Pump House (Figure 14: F)
The Pump House is not one of the original colliery
buildings as it was built during the time of the Edwardian
garden. It sits over the second (later) shaft and housed a
water pump used to supply the garden, hence the name.
The water would presumably have been pumped to the
header tanks in the converted water tower (formerly the
Winding Engine House). The building likely remained in
use until the property was provided with a mains water
supply.
The building consists of a single storey with coursed
Pennant rubble walls. The walls are largely intact but the
roof, originally of double Roman tiles, has been lost. Note:
The Pump House is not to be confused with the Pumping
Engine House which relates to a different phase. This
building does not appear on the 1884 OS map.
Figure 19: The Pump House

3.6.7 Boiler Houses (Figure 14: D,E and H)
The north and south boiler houses are now mostly below ground level, but archaeological evidence
shows at least two phases of development. Both were originally thought to have contained haystack
boilers with associated ash pits but were upgraded altered, resulting in a rectangular plan to
accommodate a new type of boiler.
The south boiler house was altered to possibly accommodate a wagon boiler and a fire grate was
dug in and made accessible by a set of steps, whereas the north boiler house was likely altered to
hold a Cornish type boiler, accessed by steps and a short tunnel under the boiler.
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3.2.8 Edwardian Garden features (Figure 14: J and K)
There are a wide range of features still in existence from
the Edwardian garden including ponds, walls and
flowerbeds.
The site is considered a designed landscape which evolved
over time rather than an intentionally designed and laidout garden as there was no grand overall design in place.

Figure 20: Large Edwardian pond
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